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Best answer: With the Collector's Edition you can get everything in the Super Deluxe version, such as weapons packs and Season Pass, alongside a Diamond Loft Chest Replica, ten Borderlands 3 character figures, four Vault Keychains, a sail map of the galaxy, lithographs for five great characters and even a snap model of Sanctuary 3. Unfortunately, it's sold out and if I'm not
going to s clean a third-party site like eBay, it will be impossible to get its ahold. For hardcore, the next best thing will be to grab the Super Deluxe Edition. Anything and whatever a Borderlands fan might want has been packed into the Borderlands 3 Collector's Edition. It was listed exclusively on GameStop for $250 and is filled with tons of stuff to make that price worth it. Deluxe
Bonus Content Pack Retro Cosmetic Pack Neon Cosmetic Pack Gearbox Cosmetics Pack Toy Box Pack XP &amp; riot drop push mods Season Pass Four DLC campaign packages featuring new stories, missions, and challenges Butt Stallion leather gun Butt Stallion gun trinket Butt Stallion grenade mod Collectible Version exclusive content Diamond Loot Chest Replica 10
Borderlands 3 character figurines Sacred 3 snap model Four keychains Back Galaxy Map Five Art Characters Lithographs Basics you get with Super Deluxe Edition plus some exclusive content. There is a strange omission from this huge box, as it seems that the Steelbook in the Super Deluxe Edition is not actually included in the collector's version. If it is, it is not listed as one of
the items included. We don't yet know what the Steelbook will look like but Steelbooks are often sought after by collectors as an alternative form of physical media packaging, with different, unique designs compared to standard box art. An unfortunate thing The collector's version was available exclusively on GameStop but unfortunately from this writing it's sold out. It is also
unlikely to be refueled. While you can always go to a third-party website like eBay, be prepared: you will likely be forced to pay an exhorbitant price for it. It's probably going to be better to just grab one of the other three versions of Borderlands 3. As mentioned, the Super Deluxe Edition is the closest you will get to the Collector Edition. Complete chaos The Borderlands 3 Super
Deluxe Edition comes with everything featured in the Deluxe Edition, alongside a Season Pass and Butt Stallion skins, all in one Steelbook. It is the closest you will get to the Collector's Edition. Prepare for the galaxy race Pick your new favorite Vault Hunter and get ready to save multiple worlds this time in Borderlands 3. There are pre-order bonuses, but there are no additional
special editions. Extra Chaos The 3 Deluxe Edition comes with many special weapons packs, leathers and more for Vault Hunters to enjoy. Our authors independently research, test and recommend the best products. you can learn more about our review process here. We can commissions for purchases made by our selected links. The Banner Saga franchise has consistently
proven to be one of the best strategy games out there, and that it all culminates in banner saga 3. The wonderful entry into the series is the last chapter in the story, and it's definitely worth checking out the previous chapters before continuing on to it, especially as storing files from previous games can affect the history of this game. The story appears through masterfully
handmade animations with full voice acting, and player decision factors in the outcome of your journey, with the lives of your game characters at risk. The story is exciting enough to have earned the game 4 BAFTA nominations. Of course, a story isn't enough. Xbox One also features an attractive series-based tactical combat system. The battle takes place with multiple characters
placed on a grid. How you fight is on your mind as your characters have different abilities. And, as you move on to the game, so can your characters, allowing you to focus even more on some combat strategies. Not all strategy games must be slow-paced, turn-based games. This is a fact proven incredibly well by shadow tactics: Blades of Shogun. While the game may have the
familiar perspective from top to bottom so common in strategy games, the view can be rotated to gain a new perspective on beautifully rendered levels. Further distancing itself from other strategy games, Shadow Tactics: Blades of the Shogun sees it take control of any of the five unique killers with a range of special abilities. You will navigate the levels, sliding through the enemy's
defenses as you wish. You can lure the guards out on their own to swoop in for a stealth murder, or distract the guards from defending the route you want to take and pass through without a hint of fighting. The use of multi-killer play and the ability to approach situations using different tactics allows for significant playback as well. So if you want a beautiful strategy game that
combines slow, methodical tactics with fast-paced action, this is the one. For a game with such powerful graphics, you may want the Xbox One S. If you are a fan of Japanese RPGs (JRPGs), and want to combine this love with some solid strategic gameplay, then Valkyria Chronicles 4 is a game that you should definitely check out. It combines character design and does not fail to
include character personality, with a delightful hand-held watercolor art style for an anime-esque game in history and tactical gameplay. The story is both animated and voice-acted, after a military squadron facing overwhelming odds on the battlefield. Fortunately, you will have unique characters with abilities that can help you get an advantage over your opponents. And, even if you
have a unit to die, there is a new Last Stand engineer that can help you reverse the tides. The gameplay combines some character movements based on the series series third-person battle in real time. This mix allows you to take some time to think strategically about how you want to approach each battle, but it also puts the pressure on when you're engaged in combat. For an
excellent combination of RPG and strategy game with all the trappings of a great anime, don't miss Valkyria Chronicles 4. Fans of the Witcher franchise can get even more in the knowledge of the series with Thronebreaker: The Witcher Tales. It may not have the huge, explorable open world of other Witcher games, but it still contains a three-dimensional game world to explore.
Thronebreaker: The Witcher Tales follows a veteran and queen named Meve, and you get to explore areas of the witcher world without appearing in other games. And, as you explore, you'll have meetings that bring gameplay. The real gameplay strategy takes the form of a card game. You will create and improve your decks to challenge your opponents. Given a variety of cards
with skills that can have a profound impact on other cards on the field, there is plenty of room for creative strategy in the game. And, special puzzle challenges can really test your creativity. Even better, the game has a beautiful art style, and an RPG full story with full narration, plenty of characters with complex relationships with your character. So some of the same mechanical
decision found in previous Witcher games will be here as well. The XCOM franchise has been around for decades, and all the while it has offered tactical combat involvement as you deal with alien invaders. XCOM 2 took the franchise to another level and saw the military forces of XCOM on an all-infected side of the battle. While previous games have had aliens invade the planet,
in XCOM 2, aliens have already taken control of the planet and the rest of XCOM's forces must lead a global resistance. Essentially, you will lead a guerrilla war against the alien invaders who are now responsible for the planet. XCOM 2 features the same regular, turn-based gameplay of previous entries in the series. You will check out a team built by units from five separate
ranks of soldiers who can all level with unique skill trees. You'll also have stealth options to approach battles your own way, and you can challenge yourself with additional tasks, such as saving VIPs, plundering special tools from enemies, or trying to rescue wounded units. XCOM 2 also has a multiplayer model to challenge real players in a strategy game. If you like the wild
comedy of South Park and think you'll enjoy combining it with regular, gameplay, then you will want to check out South Park: The fracture, but whole. The game follows in South Park: The Stick of Truth, a South Park RPG that followed the exploits of the new kid in town. South Park: The Fractured But Whole continues on the adventure, but replaces the fantasy, Tolkien-esque story
of the first game with a superhero narrative featuring many of the South Park characters' alter eos. In In Park: The fracture, but whole, you get to create your own superhero to fight for South Park and work with other characters from the show. The big change in this game compared to its predecessor is the more regular gameplay. In South Park: The Fragmented But Whole, you
need to move your characters strategically to a battle grid and choose from a variety of attacks to win. Considering the RPG elements of the game, there are many ways to customize your characters to your preferred game style. If you like smaller, indie titles, you can see the highly executed Insane Robots. In the game, you will play as a robot that rebels against an evil robot
despot. And, the game consists in part of a board game and a battle card game. As you navigate the map, you'll encounter robots in one-on-one battles. And, you will use your card deck, hacks, and glitches to your advantage to defeat enemy robots. You will also have your choice of 46 different robots to play with, each with increments that can improve their combat capabilities.
The game has a 15-hour single-player campaign, and randomly created arenas to continue the challenge. But, you also have the choice of local and online multiplayer for a real challenge. And, since there is no insane deck adjustment or paid-for extensions, you can be sure that you are getting a fair fight against competition based solely on your strategy rather than the depth of
your wallet. Even better, this is an affordable indie title. If you love XCOM gameplay and love post-apocalyptic settings, then Mutant Year Zero: Road to Eden is the game for you. It combines this xcom-style, turn-based tactical gameplay with stunning visuals and a land inhabited by mutants after a nuclear war has ravaged the earth and erased humanity as we know it. In Mutant
Year Zero: Road to Eden, you'll control a group of mutant humanoids and animals in the hunt for a haven from chaos everywhere. The search for eden will involve many battles, many hidden, and a bunch of looting to make sure you have the best tools to pass each fight. You will navigate dangerous environments strategically to gain an advantage over enemy mutants or you will
remain undetected until you are in combat position. Each character has a unique personality and can unlock further mutations to grant them special abilities. And, with plenty of freedom in the way you approach every commitment and build your team, you'll find plenty of replayability in the game. Game.
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